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Background
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsZ8hDutkeM

Who? What? When? Where?
Why was this made?
“We heard Fidel was implementing the same social reforms 

we were fighting for in New York” (John Alpert 4.50)
Why did the director return so many times?
Socialism impact?
Black Market?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsZ8hDutkeM


Documentary on 
Netflix New Yorker 

who wants free 
medical care visits 
Cuban experiment 
in the 1970s see 
Alpert, 2017 on 
Netflix Nov 24th

http://www.imdb.com/ti  tle/tt7320560/

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt7320560/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt7320560/


First few visits(1970-early 80’s)
Meets a farmer, Cristobel and his brothers Gregorio and 
Angel 
Meets a family(tracks daughter)
Speaks to Castro
State of economy



Cuba and its Peers according Heston et al (2011) PWT 7.1



Cuba and its Peers according Heston et al (2011) PWT 7.1



Castro at the UN
Alpert, Jon (2017) Cuba and the 
Cameraman minute 25.46

Year??

“I speak for the children of the 
world who don’t even have a 
piece of bread”(Castro 25.46)



Castro’s Trip to New York (year??)
Only American on the plane
Security in New York
Speech at UN
Words about New York mayor



Mariel Boatlift
Mass exodus of people
Anger with those trying to leave
Why leave?
Who left?



Fall of the Soviet Union
Castro’s response
Effect on economy and resources in Cuba
Wage effects
Moral effects



Examination of Wages (ad cities/years? Comment 
on racial diversity of Cuba: sugar plantations)
Farmer
Doctor
Man who cleans the park (Luis) pictures please
Salesmen at the tourist market
Mechanical and Chemical Engineers
Black Market: describe two currency system? A dollar economy? 
Contrary to “legal origins” theory Cuba has always had advanced 
financial system see A&L, 2017, p. 14



Doctors would earn as little as 25 dollars a week in this 
system of socialized medicine.

Alpert (2017) Cuba and the Cameraman 1.27.35)



Personal Favorite- Healthcare

Socialized medicine was talking point for Cuba
All hospitals and healthcare free for use
Hospital equipment?
Quality of care?
Overall, was it an effective system?
Global assistance, Bolivia, Africa, Cuban doctors all over the 
world… Che Guevara Hospital small Bolivian community where 
he was killed… now staffed by Cuban doctors…bicycle diaries   



Cuban GDP Growth 
very respectable  

slowing in 2016 why 
the surge 2003-
2008? Answer: 

Source: Viera 
(2017)  
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